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Nanosheet architectonics: a hierarchically structured
assembly for tailored fusion materials

Minoru Osada and Takayoshi Sasaki

Hierarchical self‐assembly is a ubiquitous process in nature that underlies the formation of complex biological structures. In

recent decades, scientists have aspired to exploit biomimetic approaches to create new artificial materials with hierarchical

structures and tailored properties. However, de novo design of such hierarchically structured materials is still a major challenge.

In this Focus Review, we provide an overview of new design principles for hierarchical nanoarchitectures using a layer-by-layer

(LbL) assembly of two-dimensional (2D) oxide nanosheets. 2D oxide nanosheets have remarkable potential as building blocks for

tailoring fusion materials combined with a range of foreign materials such as organic molecules, gels, polymers, and inorganic

and metal nanoparticles. The ability to create functionalized, 2D hierarchical systems will lead to various applications in

optoelectronics, spinelectronics, energy and environment technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical self-assembly of organic/inorganic layers is a hallmark of
biological materials.1–3 Nacre, the inner iridescent layer of mollusc
shells, has been heralded as a model system of such assembly, and it
has been investigated for many decades owing to its exceptional
mechanical properties stemming from its unique lamellar
structures.2,4,5 Such hierarchical structures abound in nature; sophis-
ticated organic-inorganic hybrids are also found in teeth, bones,
seashells and exoskeletons. These hierarchical architectures emerging
from self-organization under ambient conditions provide a sophisti-
cated textbook for materials science. In recent decades, scientists have
thus aspired to mimic hierarchical structures in nature and exploit
biomimetic approaches to create new artificial materials with hier-
archical structures and tailored properties.1,2,4,6,7 In this context,
hierarchical molecular assembly has drawn increasing interest because
of the possibility of fabricating highly ordered, functional super-
structures from elemental building units and nanocrystals. Although
hierarchical self-assembly of new artificial materials is a key concept in
this field, de novo materials design for fabricating whole 3D structures
at nanoscale precision is still a major challenge.
As a new direction for hierarchical self-assembly, dimension-

reduced approaches such as layering 2D nanostructures become an
important target for the rational design of precisely controlled lamellar
nanomaterials with tailored properties.8,9 Of several possible strategies,
one emerging route is through modular assembly of 2D building
blocks. This strategy has been driven by the recent developments of
well-defined 2D building blocks such as graphene10,11 and various
inorganic nanosheets.12–20 2D nanosheets, which possess atomic or
molecular thicknesses and infinite planar lengths, are regarded as the

thinnest functional nanomaterials. Pioneering studies in this area
appeared in the mid-1990s by one of the authors (T.S.), who reported
the successful delamination of layered titanates into single titanate
nanosheets.21,22 Prompted by this finding, several strategies to develop
functional oxide nanosheets can be found in the recent literature.
Additionally, the discovery of graphene has created a great sensation
because of its fascinating properties within 2D material systems.10,11

These breakthroughs in 2D nanosheets have enabled the possibility of
isolating and exploring the fascinating properties of 2D nanosheets of
other layered materials; exfoliation into single atomic layers will offer
functional flexibility, new properties and novel applications. Much
effort has been devoted to synthesizing 2D nanosheets of various
inorganic materials, including metal oxides,12–14,16 hydroxides23 and
transition-metal chalcogenides,17,19 as well as to investigating their
unique electronic structures and physical properties.
One important and attractive aspect of these exfoliated nanosheets

is that various nanostructures can be fabricated using these nanosheets
as 2D building blocks.14,24 In practice, colloidal nanosheets can be
organized into various nanostructures or combined with a range of
foreign materials at the nanometer scale by applying solution-based
synthetic techniques involving layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly and
flocculation. It is even possible to tailor superlattice-like assemblies by
fusing and/or assembling a wide range of materials such as organic
molecules, gels, polymers and inorganic nanoparticles. Sophisticated
functionalities or nanodevices, as well as precise control over their
arrangement at the molecular scale, may be designed through the
selection of nanosheets and combining materials. Such soft-chemical
protocols relying on the use of 2D building blocks and operating at
room temperature enable pathways to create new artificial materials
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with kinetically controlled, hierarchical nanoarchitectures and tailored
properties.
In this Focus Review, we provide an overview of new design

principles for hierarchical nanoarchitectures using LbL assembly of 2D
oxide nanosheets. Among the types of 2D inorganic nanosheets, oxide
nanosheets are important and fascinating research targets that are
being pursued because of the almost infinite varieties of layered oxide
materials with interesting functional properties.12–14,16,25 Oxide
nanosheets have distinct differences and advantages compared with
graphene and other 2D nanosheets because of their potential to be
used as insulators, semiconductors and even conductors, depending
on their chemical composition and the structures of the parent layered
compounds. Oxide nanosheets also have remarkable potential as
building blocks for tailoring new fusion materials combined with a
wide range of foreign materials such as organic molecules, gels,
polymers and inorganic nanoparticles. We present a perspective on the
advantages offered by nanosheet architectures for various applications
in optoelectronics, spinelectronics, energy and environmental
technologies.

SYNTHESIS OF 2D OXIDE NANOSHEETS

A variety of metal oxide nanosheets have been synthesized by
delaminating the precursors of layered oxides into their elemental
layers (Table 1, Figure 1). Chemical exfoliation is the easiest route for
isolating unilamellar nanosheets from layered oxides. Exfoliation is
generally achieved via a high degree of swelling, typically driven by
intercalation of bulky organic ions (for example, quaternary ammo-
nium cations and propylammonium cations) in the layered
oxides.21,22,26,27 This soft-chemical exfoliation has attracted much
attention as an efficient method for preparing large amounts of
colloidal suspensions, in which oxide nanosheets are highly dispersed
in an aqueous media (Figure 1b). So far, diverse layered metal oxides
(for example, Cs0.7Ti1.825O4, K0.8Ti1.2Fe0.8O4, K0.8Ti1.6Co0.4O4,
KTiNbO5, RbTaO3, K0.45MnO2, KCa2Nb3O10, K0.8Mo2O4,
K0.2RuO2.1 and Cs6+xW11O36) have been delaminated into their
elemental layers.14 These host compounds are composed of stacked,

negatively charged slabs and alkali metal cations (K+, Rb+, Cs+)
occupying the interlayer space. A common feature of these layered
oxides is their cation-exchange capacity involving interlayer alkali
metal ions. Owing to their rich chemical reactivity involving the
interlayer space, these layered oxides have been investigated as
important targets for ion-exchange reactions and versatile intercalation
chemistry for the fabrication of various hybrid materials.28,29 The ion
exchange and intercalation properties also facilitate a high degree of
swelling and total delamination into their elemental layers
(nanosheets).
The starting layered oxides are usually synthesized by a conventional

solid-state reaction at high temperature (800–1300 °C). Oxide
nanosheets are synthesized using two-step soft-chemical reactions
involving acid exchange and intercalation of tetrabutylammonium
(TBA+) ions. Figure 2 shows a typical procedure for soft-chemical
exfoliation of a layered perovsite (KCa2Nb3O10). First, the layer oxides
are treated in an acidic solution to produce their protonic form. The
resulting protonic oxides are subsequently delaminated through
reaction with a solution containing TBA+ ions, producing turbid
colloidal suspensions of oxide nanosheets (Figure 1b). The exfoliated
nanosheets are characterized by a 2D single crystal with molecular
thickness; in the case of Ca2Nb3O10, the thickness is only ~ 1.5 nm,
corresponding to three NbO6 octahedral nanoblocks. This exfoliation
process is quite general: using solution-based exfoliation techniques, it
is possible to investigate dozens of different oxide nanosheets in the
search for new phenomena and applications (Table 1).
These oxide nanosheets have distinct differences and advantages

compared with graphene because of their potential to be used as
insulators, semiconductors and even conductors, depending on their
chemical composition and the structures of the parent-layered
compounds. To date, these 2D oxide nanosheets have mainly been
produced by delaminating the intrinsic layered structures of their bulk
counterparts, which hinders further study of oxide nanosheets. To
expand the utility of oxide nanosheets, lattice engineering and/or
doping processes have recently been utilized for tailoring electronic
properties. For this purpose, the exfoliation technique of layered
compounds is very helpful for rationally designing oxide nanosheets
with various functionalities. The composition of oxide nanosheets can
be intentionally modified and tuned by the substitution and incor-
poration of other elements into designated sites during the solid-state
synthesis of bulk, layered compounds. Such lattice engineering is
useful for designing dielectric,30–32 ferromagnetic33–36 and photolu-
minescent properties37–39 in oxide nanosheets.
In addition to these chemical approaches, some oxide nanosheets

(for example, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, MoO3) can be prepared by mechanical
separation with adhesive tapes.40 Other bottom-up synthetic protocols
have also been explored to obtain oxide nanosheets. For example,
single-domain, epitaxial TiO2-x nanosheets can be obtained by electron
beam evaporation of Ti in an oxidative atmosphere under UHV
conditions on a Pt substrate.41 MnO2 nanosheets can be directly
obtained using a one-pot synthesis route involving chemical oxidation
of Mn2+ in a tetramethylammonium aqueous solution.42 However, the
resulting nanosheets are usually quite small with the lateral dimension
less than 100 nm. Additionally, the nanosheets, derived from mechan-
ical separation and growth techniques, are formed in thin films on the
substrate and are thus not applicable as precursors for hierarchical
self‐assembly. In this Focus Review, we focus mainly on our
recent research on chemically derived nanosheets and their
nanoarchitectures.

Table 1 Two-dimensional oxide nanosheets derived from chemical

exfoliation

Material Property

Ti Ti0.91O2, Ti0.87O2, Ti4O9, Ti5O11 Semiconducting

Photocatalytic

Dielectric

Ti0.8Co0.2O2, Ti0.6Fe0.4O2, Ti(5.2–2x)/6Mnx/2O2

(0⩽ x⩽0.4), Ti0.8-x/4Fex/2Co0.2-x/4O2 (0⩽ x⩽0.8)

Ferromagnetic

Mn MnO2 Redoxable

Nb, Ti-Nb Nb3O8, Nb6O17, TiNbO5, Ti2NbO7, Ti5NbO14 Photocatalytic

Dielectric

Ta TaO3 Electrolyte

Perovskite LaNb2O7, (Ca,Sr)2Nb3O10, (Ca,Sr)2Ta3O10,

Ca2Nam−3NbmO3m+1 (m=3–6), SrTa2O7, Bi2Sr-

Ta2O9, Bi4Ti3O12

Photocatalytic

Dielectric

La0.9Eu0.05Nb2O7, La0.7Tb0.3Ta2O7, Eu0.56Ta2O7,

Gd1.4Eu0.6Ti3O10, Bi2SrTa2O9

Luminescence

Mo MoO2 Conducting

Ru RuO2.1, RuO2 Conducting

Redoxable

W W2O7, Cs4W11O36 Redoxable

Photochromic
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NANOSHEET ARCHITECTONICS FOR HIERARCHICALLY

STRUCTURED ASSEMBLY

2D oxide nanosheets have remarkable potential as building blocks for
hierarchically structured assemblies. Oxide nanosheets have some
unique features: (i) they possess an extremely high 2D anisotropy
with a molecular-level thickness of 0.5–3 nm and a bulk lateral size
typically 41 μm and (ii) they are a 2D single crystal with a well-
defined composition and structure inherited from a layered parent
compound. In addition, these nanosheets are obtained as negatively
charged crystallites that are dispersed in a colloidal suspension. These

aspects make nanosheets a suitable building block for designing
hierarchical nanoarchitectures.
In practice, colloidal nanosheets can be organized into various

nanoarchitectures by applying solution-based synthetic techniques
involving LbL self-assembly,14,24,43–46 flocculation14,24 and hydrogela-
tion (Figure 3).47 Through these processes, oxide nanosheets can be
combined with a wide range of foreign materials such as organic
polyelectrolytes, gels, metal complexes, clusters and even positively
charged nanosheets, which is a major advantage of this approach.
Furthermore, the shape can be controlled into thin flakes, hollow

Figure 1 (a) Structures of typical oxide nanosheets. (b) Images of colloidal suspensions of oxide nanosheets: (1) Ti0.91O2 (semiconducting), (2) MnO2 (redox
active), (3) Ti0.6Fe0.4O2 (ferromagnetic), (4) Ti0.8Co0.2O2 (ferromagnetic), (5) Ca2Nb3O10 (dielectric), (6) RuO2 (conducting) and (7) Cs4W11O36
(photochromic). The colloidal suspension of RuO2 nanosheets was provided by Prof. W. Sugimoto (Shinshu University).

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of the crystal structure of a typical-layered perovskite (KCa2Nb3O10) and its exfoliation into Ca2Nb3O10 nanosheets. A full
color version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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spheres and nanotubes through freeze-drying, spray-drying and
rolling-up processes.12,14,24

One of the highlights of 2D nanosheets is the fabrication of
hierarchical nanoarchitectures using LbL assembly of oxide
nanosheets. Electrostatic LbL assembly via electrostatic sequential
adsorption and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) procedures is very effective
for this purpose (Figure 4). Sequential LbL assembly is one of the most
powerful methods for fabricating hierarchical nanoarchitectures and
nanocomposite films with precisely controlled compositions, thick-
nesses and architectures on the nanometer scale. LbL self-assembly
was first proposed by R. K. Iler48 and was applied to thin-film
fabrication of oppositely charged inorganic microparticles in 1960s.
This method was later revitalized by Decher et al.,49 who demonstrated
its applicability to a wide range of polyelectrolytes. This electrostatic
LbL growth, often called ‘molecular beaker epitaxy’, became a major
nanofabrication technique and is still in the forefront in research. In
the case of oxide nanosheets, polycations such as poly(diallyldimethy-
lammonium chloride) (PDDA) and poly(ethylenimine) are usually
used as a counterpart of oxide nanosheets. A multilayer assembly can
be built by alternately dipping the substrate in a colloidal suspension
of oxide nanosheets and an aqueous solution of suitable polyelec-
trolytes (Figure 4a).43,44 Many research groups, including our own
group, have demonstrated the applicability of this LbL technique to
thin-film fabrication and ceramic nano-coatings using oxide
nanosheets.14,22 Sequential deposition of various nanosheets also
allows us to tailor the superlattices or heterostructures by tuning the
number of nanosheets and their stacking sequences. Figure 5 depicts
some examples of multilayer and superlattice assemblies. The observed
changes in the ultraviolet-visible spectra and transmission electron
microscopy images clearly indicated that the films grew as designed.
Such LbL assemblies can also be used to construct fusion (hybrid)
nanofilms by using different kinds of nanosheets50–53 or by coupling
nanosheets with graphene,54 metal nanoparticles,24,55–57 nanotubes,55

functional molecules,58 etc. The superlattice approach enables the
possibility of designing complex functions that cannot be achieved
using a single material.

LB deposition has proven to be another effective approach for
hierarchically structured assembly of 2D oxide nanosheets
(Figure 4b).45,46 LB film deposition, in which a floating monolayer
of material is formed on a water surface in a Langmuir trough
followed by an appropriate level of compression, is preferable for
achieving dense packing or orderly tiling. Through vertical dipping
and lifting, the monolayer is transferred onto a flat substrate in a LbL
manner. The LB technique has been used mainly for organic materials;
however, it has been extended to a variety of inorganic
nanomaterials.59 Pioneering work has demonstrated that exfoliated
nanosheets can float by adhering to amphiphilic ammonium cations at
the air–water interface through electrostatic interactions; thus, the
ordinary LB procedure can be used to fabricate nanosheet films. Our
recent studies on oxide nanosheets have demonstrated that the
LB-based LbL approach with the use of an atomically flat substrate
is effective for fabricating multilayer and superlattice nanofilms that
are atomically uniform and highly dense (Figure 6).
Recent studies have shown that highly organized nanofilms of oxide

nanosheets can be used to achieve some novel and useful properties
for nanodevices.16,30,60,61 However, a big challenge is determining how
to use this LbL assembly strategy to fabricate fully epitaxial nanofilms.
In these LbL approaches, it is relatively easy to align the nanosheets
parallel to the substrate surface, and the resultant materials have an
ordered structure along the stacking direction. However, the in-plane
azimuth orientation is usually random and the regularity is typically
low, caused by the non-uniform geometric shape and the broad size
distribution of nanosheet crystallites. The random nature in the in-
plane direction hinders the uses of resulting films for high-end
nanoelectronics. However, we have observed promising signs that
these problems can be circumvented by using monodisperse
nanosheets.

TAILORED FUSION MATERIALS BASED ON OXIDE

NANOSHEETS

There is enormous interest in building functional materials and
devices based on hierarchically structured assemblies of 2D oxide

Figure 3 Schematic illustration showing approaches to form nanosheet architectures. A full color version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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nanosheets (Figure 7). Thin-film device architectures based on 2D
nanosheets have attracted considerable interest in recent years because
of their intriguing physical properties and synergistic effects resulting
from different 2D nanosheets. Van der Waals heterostructures based
on graphene and other 2D analogues are one of the leading topics in
materials science.62 A particular focus has been placed on establishing
nanoarchitectonics of 2D nanosheets through finely controlled synth-
esis, hierarchically structured assemblies and device design. The
resulting stack represents an artificial material assembled in a chosen
sequence—as in building with LEGOs—with blocks defined with one
atomic layer precision.
2D oxide nanosheets have recently become a unique playground for

such LEGO-like games. Oxide nanosheets are exceptionally rich in
structural diversity and electronic properties; oxide nanosheets exist in
a variety of classes of functional materials, including metals, semi-
conductors, insulators (dielectrics) and magnetic materials. As a result,
we may be able to control or design functionalities by tailoring the
nanostructures and interfaces of a range of nanosheets and functional
modules. Considering this fact along with the limitless possible
combinations of nanosheets and other modules, we foresee developing
more complex nanoarchitectures that exhibit a wide range of new and
sophisticated functions even beyond graphene. In this context,

we utilized oxide nanosheets as a building block in the LEGO-like
bottom-up fabrication and successfully developed various functional
nanodevices such as high permittivity (high-κ) nanocapacitors, all
nanosheet field-effect transistors, artificial Pb-free ferroelectrics,
magnetic superlattices (spinelectronic devices), plasmonic materials,
Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors, photovoltaics and photon-harvesting
systems (Figure 7).
The development of oxide nanosheets with a wide range of

conducting properties is very important in the design of nanodevices
with sophisticated functionalities. Most oxide nanosheets synthesized
to date are d0 transition metal oxides (Ti4+, Nb5+, Ta5+ or W6+) with a
wide optical bandgap.16 Such d0 oxide nanosheets are not electro-
nically interesting but are useful as semiconducting or insulating
materials. A few exceptions include MnO2, MoO2, RuO2.1 and RuO2,
which are either redox-active or conducting. RuO2.1 and RuO2

nanosheets exhibited high electronic conductivity with a value of
10− 4 Ωcm, which is similar to that of transparent conducting oxide
films (such as ITO).63,64

Thus, current research on oxide nanosheets has focused on their use
as a semiconducting host or a dielectric nanoblock.16 Recently, we
have discovered high-κ oxide nanosheets (Ti0.87O2, Ti2NbO7, LaNb2O7

and Ca2-xSrxNb3O10) that are an important material platform for

Figure 4 Schematic illustration of the layer-by-layer assembly of 2D oxide nanosheets. (a) Electrostatic sequential deposition and (b) the Langmuir-Blodgett
process.
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Figure 5 Electrostatic sequential deposition of 2D oxide nanosheets. (a) Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra of (Ti0.91O2/PDDA)10 and (Ti0.91O2/PDDA/MnO2/
PDDA)5 on quartz glass substrates. Reprinted with permission from Osada and Sasaki,13 Copyright 2009 by the Royal Society of Chemistry.
(b) Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of a superlattice assembly of ferromagnetic nanosheets
(Ti0.6Fe0.4O2/PDDA/Ti0.8Co0.2O2/PDDA)5. Reprinted with permission from Osada et al.,69 Copyright 2011 by the American Chemical Society. A full color
version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.

Figure 6 Transmission electron microscopy images of multilayer and superlattice films assembled from perovskite nanosheets (Ca2Nb3O10 and LaNb2O7).
(a) (Ca2Nb3O10)1, (b) (Ca2Nb3O10)3, (c) (Ca2Nb3O10)5 and (d) (LaNb2O7/Ca2Nb3O10)3. These nanoarchitectures were fabricated by layer-by-layer assembly
using the LB process. Reprinted with permission from Osada et al.,16 Copyright 2012 by Wiley and Li et al.,68 Copyright 2011 by the American Chemical
Society. A full color version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.

Figure 7 Tailored nanodevices from solution-based assembly of 2D oxide nanosheets.
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ultrascale electronic devices and post-graphene technology. Multilayer
LB films of these nanosheets exhibited the highest permittivity
(εr= 200~ 320) ever realized in all known dielectrics in the ultrathin
region (o10 nm).30,61,65,66 Additionally, all of the high-κ nanosheet
capacitors (RuO2/Ca2Nb3O10/RuO2) exceeded the performance of the
state-of-the-art ceramic condensers, enabling a route for the develop-
ment of next-generation capacitors and energy storage devices.67 One
enticing possibility for using high-κ dielectric nanosheets is LbL
engineering of field-effect transistor devices combined with graphene

and semiconducting nanosheets.13,68 Such a superlattice would allow
the rational design of high-performance field-effect transistor devices,
which realize mobility enhancement by dielectric screening. These
topics are an important target for ‘More & Beyond Moore’ technology
promoted by the International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors.
Hierarchically structured assemblies of 2D oxide nanosheets are also

useful for the control of interlayer physical interactions and immo-
bilization of functional nanostructures on device architectures.

Figure 8 Superlattice engineering of 2D oxide nanosheets. (a) Artificially constructed ferromagnet based on ferromagnetic nanosheets (Ti0.8Co0.2O2,
Ti0.6Fe0.4O2).49,68 Such a superlattice exhibited a gigantic magnetic response, which stemmed from the interlayer d-d transitions (Co2+–Fe3+) between
adjacent nanosheets. (b) Artificial superlattice assembled from perovskite nanosheets.52 In contrast with the paraelectric nature of Ca2Nb3O10, the (LaNb2O7/
Ca2Nb3O10) superlattice possesses a new form of interface coupling, which gives rise to ferroelectricity. A full color version of this figure is available at
Polymer Journal online.
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Combining different nanosheets into desired superlattice structures
can produce new electronic states at the interface and the opportunity
to create artificial materials with novel properties. Some examples of
structures with these advantages were demonstrated by superlattices of
ferromagnetic and dielectric nanosheets (Figure 8). Superlattices of
ferromagnetic nanosheets (Ti0.8Co0.2O2 and Ti0.6Fe0.4O2) exhibited a
gigantic magneto-optical response (~3× 105 deg cm− 1) in the visible
wavelength region, which stemmed from the interlayer d-d transitions
(Co2+-Fe3+) between adjacent nanosheets (Figure 8a).50,69 Thus, this
superlattice is regarded as an artificially constructed ferromagnet, in
which the charge, spin and orbital degree of freedoms might be
strongly coupled at the interface. Layering combinations can be
created with infinite varieties, and artificial layered structures with
enhanced interface interactions can be formed with a great freedom of
design. This architectonics concept can be utilized for designing
nanostructured ferroelectrics.53 We fabricated an artificial superlattice
by alternately stacking two different dielectric nanosheets (Ca2Nb3O10

and LaNb2O7) (Figure 8b). Owing to this artificial structuring, we
found that the Ca2Nb3O10/LaNb2O7 superlattice possesses a new form
of interface coupling, which gives rise to ferroelectricity at room
temperature. This artificial superlattice exhibited robust ferroelectricity
even at several nanometer thicknesses, which is essentially required for
future memory.
Oxide nanosheets offer the potential of use in various photonic

devices, including use in photocatalysis, photoluminescence,
photoconducting, fabricating photonic crystals, etc. For example,
multilayer films of titanate and niobate nanosheets have been reported
to be an excellent material for photocatalysts.70,71 In addition, the
excellent dielectric properties of oxide nanosheets may allow the
development of photonic crystals with a 1D periodic structure in
which the position, width and reflectivity of a stop band are governed
by the layer thickness, total number of layers and the difference
between refractive indices of the two constitute materials in the
photonic crystals.
The growing interest in nanosheet architectonics is not limited to

electronic devices but also illustrates a new route for energy and
environmental technologies. Important and attractive topics include:
(i) Pb-free ferroelectrics,53,72 (ii) nanosheet supercapacitors,63,73

(iii) solid-state Li-ion batteries74 and (iv) plasmonic photovoltaics57/
sensors.75 For example, we recently developed new magneto-
plasmonic nanoarchitectures consisting of 1-nm-thick ferromagnetic
nanosheets (Ti0.8Co0.2O2) and Au nanoparticles.75 This magneto-
plasmonic nanosystem showed surface plasmon resonance and
magneto-optical activity, which is appealing for new applications in
all-optical magnetic data storage and nano-sensing. Further integration
to produce photocatalytic, photochromic, redoxable and photolumi-
nescent nanosheets could lead to unified optoelectronic and
photon-harvesting systems, such as visible-active photocatalysts,
photon-harvesting systems and light-emitting devices. In this context,
the rational design of multilayer films based on oxide nanosheets with
photon-harvesting components, electron donors and electron accep-
tors is of great interest because it might mimic natural photosynthetic
systems.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this Focus Review, we briefly overviewed our recent research on
nanosheet architectonics for innovative materials and devices. Some
examples indicate the potential importance of nanosheet architec-
tonics for designing new artificial materials with hierarchical structures
and tailored properties. Artificially structured layered materials are

capable of expressing novel properties based on the creation of new
interfaces and layer interactions.
There is enormous interest in building functional materials and

devices based on hierarchically structured assembly of 2D oxide
nanosheets. Thin-film device architectures based on 2D nanosheets
have attracted considerable interest in recent years because of their
intriguing physical properties and the synergistic effects resulting from
different 2D nanosheets. The resultant stack represents an artificial
material assembled in a chosen sequence—as in building with LEGO
—with blocks defined with one atomic layer precision. 2D oxide
nanosheets are a unique playground for such LEGO-like games. Oxide
nanosheets are exceptionally rich in structural diversity and electronic
properties; oxide nanosheets exist in a variety of classes of functional
materials, including metals, semiconductors, insulators (dielectrics)
and magnetic materials. As a result, we may be able to control or
design functionalities by tailoring the nanostructures and interfaces of
a range of nanosheets and functional modules.
In terms of technological applications, we focused only on some

examples of electronic applications. However, considering the limitless
possible combinations of nanosheets and other modules, we foresee
developing fusion materials and more complex nanoarchitectures that
exhibit a wide range of new and sophisticated functions.
We hope that all of the aspects described here demonstrate the great

potential of oxide nanosheets, including the introduction of more
exciting properties and their potential use in a wide-range of future
applications. Additionally, these prospects invite multidisciplinary and
collaborative research with polymer scientists.
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